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Abstract-The specific contact resistivity of CU with (cx+f9-Ta, TiN, a-W, and 
amorphous-%&~$T~~ barrier almn is meamred uaing a novel four-point;- 
probe approach. Geometrkak the test stx+uctUres ctrnsist of colinear seta of 
W-plugs t o  act, as current and voltage probes that contact the bottom of a pla- 
nar CulbarriwlCu stack. Underlying Al ~X&XCOMM~B liok the plugs to the 
current gource a d  voltmeter. The center-to-center distance of the probes 
ranges fhrn  3 to 200 pm. Using a relation developed by Vu et al., a contact 
resistivity of roughly 7 x IOa9 C2 cm2 it3 obtained for all tested b,arsier/Cu com- 
binations. 'By reflective-mode small-angle X-ray scattering, the similarity in 
contact resistivity among the barrier filmpi may be related t o  interfiicial impu- 
rities absorbed from the deposition process. 

In measuring the Bpe& C O I I ~ G ~  reaiatance between two metals, device mm- 
ufactwers often implement a %eIvh'' structure [I]. In its simplest €om,  the atruc- 
ture consists of a via electrically connecting two planes of metal. Aprobe to 30urce or 
sink the current contacts each plane. Two additionat prqbes are used to  measure the 
voltage, acro~e the planea. By knowing the rmietivity d ~patial dimensions of 
t h e  via material, the contribution of the inhdacid xwi&anc:e of the via with the pla- 
nar metals may be &acted horn the hkd measwed resistance. h CZr8eB where. the 
contact resistance is very low, numerow vim may be chained together to increase 
the summed potenhh to measurable levels. 

AlEhough Kclvin structures are conceptually simple and do mimic the envi- 
ronment witbin 811 integrated circuit, they are often d i E c d t  In implement and can 
suf3Fer from curren%crowding effects &31. Fabrication u ~ d y  requires exposing the 
sample to air after deposition of each metal. Consequently, h-situ surface cleaning 
ip, often required to remove native oxides from the metals if very low resistances are 
desired. In many deposition systems, in-situ cleans are not possible. 
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a = ( % J . 
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H0re, psr and psz are the sheet resistances af Cu layers pl'' an8 "2" (in uni ts  o f & ! >  
square), pc is the contact resistiviw between the two layers (units of sZ an2>, s is the 
probe separation, and I is the current. I?, is t h ~  zeroth ~;l.der Bessel function of the 
second kind. The first term in (1) is the potential given by the two Cu layers in par- 
d e 1  witbout any contact resistance. It has no dependence on the probe separation, 
s. The second term, which depends on 8, is the contribution of &e contact resistance 
to the potential. As s iacreases, the second term monotonically decreases to zero. 
Consequently, to  measure the Iowest possible contact reeistances, s should be mini- 
mized. In deriving Eqn. (l), the sheet resistivity of the barrier is ass~umed t o  be 
much greater than the copper layers. The term, pc, deo  indudes contributiow from 
the tsansverse {bp-to-bottom) resistance of the barrier (resistivity o€ barrier x bar- 
rier thickness). Additionally, a two-dimensrod,  thh-byer approximation ia  made 
in Eqn. (1). That ie t o  Bay, the vertical potential gradient is neglected within a given 
layer. When probing a plingle homogeneous layer, the approximation is excellent; if 
the probe separation is at lemt twice tha layer thickness [ll. To measure the lowe& 
possible contact resistivities, the Cu sheet risistivities should be made as Smau as 

qossible and sati3fy p S l  = 2p,2. 
f-- 7% 

4n 

CU x 
Barrier 

c u 2  

Figure 1. Schematic of the fowpo.int probe technique far extracting bamier/Cu cmtact 
resistivity. 
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Procedure 

The approach taken here for fabricating the four-point-probe measurement 
structures sillowad far dl photofithographic processing to be complebd to prior to Cu 
contamination of the wafars. Startjng Illaterial for fabricating the test structureEt 
wa3 themally-oxidized silicon. 8ptter-depasited Az (700 mn)/%!iN (25 run) layers 
wem added and then dry-etched through a photoresist; mask to define the intercon- 
nects and contact pads, Next, 1.7 pm of plasma-enhanced C W  Si02 waa deposit4 
and plmarized with chemical mechanical pdishing. The distme between the top of 
the interconnect and the h p  d a c e  ofthe CVD-Si02 mr the polishing was 500 
slm, Next, vias to de*e the current and voltage probes were dryetched with a pho- 
toresist mask through t he  oxide to the underlying TiN. Blanket depositions of sput- 
tered, 25-nm TiN liner and SOO-nm CVD W followed. Excess 'JXN/'W outgide the vias 
was removed by chemical-mechanical polishing. The colinear sets of W probes had 
center-tci-center spachgs of 8 = 3,4,5,6,8,10,12,16,20,40, and 200 pm. The via 
widths were 0.4 pn€ors  = 3-15 pq 1 p f o r  B = 20,40 p; md4 pmfors = 200 pm. 
Openings through the oxide to allow mechanical probing of the contact pads was 
accomplished by a photoresist mask and BOE etch. Lastly, a S-pn-thick photoresist 
layer was applied to  aIhw lift-off of the CuhmerlCu stack, provkbg electrical iso- 
lation between the contact pads and the stack. The lateral dimensions of the 
exposed region for deposition was at least 20 times the probe spacing to enawe accu- 
racy of Eqn 111, which as5umes an iniinite lateral gwmetry. 

m e M d  probe 
(masure voltage or 
source current) 

Figure 2. simplised schematic of b d  fowpobt pmba test structure to measure barrier/ 
Cu contact resistwe. The actual s t x u c t w  had 7 or 11 cobear 'PU' pluge eerving BB current 
or voltage probes to the CUmarrier/Cu stack, 

Deposition of the trilayer stacks of Cu (420 nm.)/bMer (30 nm.)/Cu (900 am) 
onto the test structures was accomplished in an rf-~put;tRring systam eguipped with 
7.5-cm-diameter cathodes and fixed magnehns. The barriers studlied were (a+B)- 
Ta, TiN, a-W, and &mm+phcnJ~-~3~&1&@ By means of a crg~opump and cryogenic 
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baflla, the-base presaure of the system was 2 x lW7 %IT. With the cryopump throt- 
tled for deposition, the base pressme rose to approximately 9 x lW7 Torr. Just prior 
tXr loadblg into the sputhbg system, ~e bid structUres were etched for 10 B in 1:30 

Ar dishmges with -50 V of dc subgtrate bias. (a+fO-Ta and a-W barrier f i b s  were 
deposited in 400 W, 7 m%rr Ar discbrgee with -50 V subatrate bias. The TiN bar- 
rier was reactively ~pu-ed in a 450 W, ?-m%n; Ar/Nz discharge and -60 V ~ u b  
strake bias, Amorphous %3&%14N60 barrier .filmw were reactively sputtered in a 10- 
m'hm Arm2 &.schargw --- fram a Ta& target with the stage allowed to float e1eCtri- 

~ - - - G i @ ~ ~ ~ s i t i o w  were performed with the samples residing Ehe perimeter of a 
large circular stage. During deposition, the &age rotated to cycle the sarplea under- 
neath the target every -20 s in a %Ianetaty" ino& of operation. vacuum was ruain- 
tained between deposition of the individd layerg of a given stack. Impdty levels 
in the Cu, Ta, W, and TiN films were less than or e q d  t o  1 at.% Ar md 1 at.% 0, as 
measured 4He backscattering of the individual fdms deposited on graphite sub- 
strates. The. Ta&3il4Nso fYm~, however, contained about 2 &-% of both Ar and 0. 
X-ray diffraction of the ipdividud stacks revealed the presence of Cu, (a+p>%, TiN, 
a-W, amorphous-Tag&ldNEo, but no other phases. Fallowing deposition, the 
trilayer stacks were patterned by lift-off ia acetom and annealed for 30 min at 450°C 
in Torr vacuum Figure 2 shows the h a l  geometry of the sl;ructures, Mechani- 
cal  probes contacted pads on the perimeter of the structures to  supply current and 
measure the voltage. The current supply was a Kiethley Model 220 Programmable 
&ment Source set at 10 d. The voltage was measured with a Kiethley Model 183, 
Nanovoltmeter. 

HF:H2O and blom d v  with N2. Depo&ion o f  CU W ~ S  perfamed in 450 W, 5 - 1 d h ~  

Tb extract the contact msistancss from a tsilayer %tack, measurements were 
taken for each set of probe spaci~gs. The data were then fit with Eqn. (1) using stan- 
dard least-equares methods, Several structuses containing the aame probe eepara- 
tion were measured to obtain an estimate of &0 statistical deviations. "bo fit 
parmetars were chosen: the spec& contact resistivi@, pc, and the copper resisthit5 
pcu. The copper reBistivity was included in Eqn. (I) by substituting pca/ti for psi, f 
where ti i s  the .thickness of copper layer i. ,A- 

Figure 3 &ows the measwed V/I data and ~eaEb8qUareS fits. Becau~e of prob- 
lems with via conduction or defects in the dielectric, some test& probe combinations 
yielded wemnably high or low vdtageg, or unstable measurements. Such mea- 
surements were not included in the analysis. The points in Fijgwe 3 represent the 
averaged data over several test ~&~ctwes.  For probe apacinga between s = 15 and 
200 pm, the measwed data is relatively flat for all ofthe systems. In tbis wide-probe 
regime, h e  measured potential is purely fir>ra the.paralle1 sheet resistances of the 
copger layers. However, aB the  probe separation is decreased &om 12 to 3 p, VA 
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increases through contact resistance contributions. Deviations in the measure- 
ments became more pronounced as the probe spacing decreased, which may be a con- 
sequence in nonuniformitias in bonding along the barrier/Cu interfaces. Cume 
fitting yields contact resistivitiee typicdy b.l the m i d - 1 ~ ~  cm2 range With the cop 
per resistivity between 1.8 x 10" WlLf 2,l x IO4 52 cm. The actual. coppcr resistivity, 
measured with a dtapdard four-point-probe on a blanket copper film is 2.0 p m  cxa 
Table 1 S ~ Z ~ S  the results. The ohmic losses from tmnaver;Sing a banierb 
t h i b e s s  are much less than the measured contact resistivitp, thus the ohmic losses 
me not cmtri?mting eipjficantly t o  the extracted contact resistivity Considering 
experimental uncertkntyj the  relative sereaces  of the extracted values between 
the various barriers are probably not meanin@, 

I I..... fit 

. . .  , . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  " ,  . . . .  24- I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 10 20 80 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 60 

probe scparatian ti (pml probe sepatatiOrr u fjud 

Figure 8. Meaaured V/I values YE. probe separation, 8, along with f i ts of Eqn. (1) fir various 
diffusion barriers: la) la+B)-%, /b) TIN, (d u-W, and (d) morphous-'Pag~Si~~N~~50. Error bam 
were taken as the extremes of the memured values for a given set of probe spacings on sep- 
arate test st,rucims or f10% of the average, whichever waa larger. 

The ~imilarities in the fitted data for the various systems may be a conee 
quence of interfacial impwities absorbed from tlze deposition process. fiom resid- 
ual-gas-analyzer measurements, the partial pressure of HZ0 with the pump 
throttled for depo&ion is around 2 x lom7 Torr. Consequently, a couple monolayers of 
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water vapor bombard the samples every 10 seconds. Given that the samples reside 
in this vacuum far 5 to 25 min to allow for presputterbg between depositiom of each 
layer, there is ample tima to  grow a thin stlrface oxide. The effect is easily observed 
through reff ection-mode (“8-26”) small-angle X-ray scattering, As atl wrample, Fig- 
u r e  4 shows a spectrum taken from a 400-~1m-thkk Ta3&&Ng) film deposited in a 
planetary mode. During dC?p06itiOXl, ~e 8~7npXe was swept under a shutter opening 
beneath the sputter target every 2U 8econt-h. With every sweep, approximately 3 run 
of materid was deposited. The e d - a n g l e  X-ray  can dearly shows periodicities 
associated with the cycling of S U ~ E ~ ~ E E  beneath the target. Rough simulatione of  
the X-ray spectrum indicake that the oxide thickness grown between passes is a few 
Angstrom9. 
Thble I: Summary of curve fitting of the contact resistivity data. The two fit parameters 
were the copper resistivity, pcu, and the effective rspedfic contact resistivity, pc. For 
mparisoa~ the calculated contribut3ons to eonat fisistivity measurement from trmsverse 
ohmic losses across the barrier, (pc~tmmuerse (= resistivity af barrier x banier thickness), is 
also given. By fitting the extremes of the emor bars far s c 15 DI and 6xhg the copper 
resistivity at 2.0 x cz cm, uncertainty the cmtac$ resistivity for EIU the systems is 
roughly 23 x 10-9 R cm2. 

barrier 
~~~ 

Ccx+$l-Ta 1.8 9.1) -0.10 

w 1.8 4.9 -0.20 

a-W 2.0 5.6 -0.03 

asnorphoua-Ta36Sil4N50 1.9 6.9 -2 

Conclusion 

By using the microscopic four-point-probe technique, the barrierlCv contact 
resistivity for the barriers, {cx+p)-Ta, EN, a+W, andl. amorphous-Ta&314N50, was 
measumd to be approximately 7 x IO-’ 0 ma. The similarities in contact re~stivity 
for the various barriers with Cu may be partidly attributable to inadequate vacuum, 
as demonskated by d - a n g l e  X-ray rehctivity measurements. A key advantage 
to using the four-pointiprobe method is the ability to produce the .film intm€acw 
without breaking vacuum between layers. Another advantage to using an “upside- 
down’’ probing scheme with a lift-offprocess is the reduced risk of Cu contamhation 
in many clean-room environments. Because the blanket Cu depwition and subse- 
quent l i l h f f  are the fmal steps of the process, other processing took such as lithog- 
raphy steppers, ion etchers, or CVD dielectric deposition sysbms are never exponed 
to cu. 
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